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Upper Key Stage 2 
Physical Processes A
Earth & Beyond / Forces
Introduction
This book of Science activities aims to help the busy
teacher deliver high quality Science lessons with as
much manageable practical classroom work as
possible.

This book covers all of the National Curriculum
Science work on ‘Physical Processes – Earth &
Beyond + Forces’ at a level suitable for UPPER KS2.
Other books in this series cover the same work at a
level suitable for Lower KS2 and KS1. Used together,
these books can provide differentiated work for
children of different age groups and abilities or a
spiral curriculum visiting each concept at least three
times in a pupil’s primary school career.

All the activities are cross-referenced to the QCA
Science Curriculum.

Each lesson follows a similar format with the
following elements:
1. A simple information sheet with questions that

explore the main concept to be studied during the
lesson.

2. An investigation which on the whole can be carried
out by small groups of children working
independently.

3. A ‘SAT’ style homework sheet which reinforces the
concept discussed and the knowledge gained
from the investigation carried out.

4. Detailed teacher notes which list the Learning
Objectives, the main points to be talked about, the
equipment needed for the investigation, how the
investigation should be carried out and the
conclusion that can be made from it.

The book also contains simple assessment activities
that can be used to help indicate the National
Curriculum Level each child is working at and whole
class record sheets for keeping track of the results.
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P.35 Lesson 3
Magnetism – an invisible force
Contains elements of QCA Science Unit 3E
Learning Objectives:
To understand that Magnetism is an invisible force that can
push or pull over some distance.
Talk about: 
A magnetic force is a push or a pull. 
All magnets have North and South poles. 
Which materials are attracted to a magnet. 
How steel can be made into a magnet by lining up the
‘Domains’.
Investigation: ‘Which of three different magnets is the
strongest?’
Equipment: three magnets of different strength and some
paper clips
Method: Different methods can be used to measure the
strength of the magnets including the distance from which a
paperclip can be dragged and the number of paperclips
each magnet can pick up at the same time.
Conclusion: The strongest magnet dragged the paperclip
from the furthest distance / lifted the most paper clips.

P.38 Lesson 4
Weight – the force of gravity
Contains elements of QCA Science Unit 6E
Learning Objectives: 
To understand that the earth has an invisible pull called
gravity.
To understand that weight is a measure of the pull of gravity
on an object and is a force measured in Newtons.
Talk about: Demonstrate a plasticine man standing on
different parts of a globe. 
Why does he not fall off? (because he is sticky!)
Demonstrate a chalk man standing on different parts of the
globe. Why does he fall off? 
Why do people in Australia not fall off our planet? Discuss the
difference between weight and mass. (Mass measured in
grams would be the same on any planet. Weight, the force of
Gravity, is measured in Newtons, and varies from planet to
planet.)
Investigation: How does the pull of gravity affect different
masses?
Equipment: 100g, 200g, 300g,400g and 500g weights and a
Force meter
Method: Measure the force required to suspend each of the
different weights. Note the results and then draw a graph of
force against weight. This should result in a straight line
which can be used to predict the force required to support
weights not available to test.
Conclusion: 100g requires a force of 1 Newton to suspend it
in air.

P.41 Lesson 5
Friction – a force that opposes motion
Contains elements of QCA Science Unit 4E
Learning Objectives:
To understand than no surface is perfectly smooth and so an
invisible force called friction always acts to prevent
movement.
Talk about:
Surfaces viewed under an electronic microscope.
How friction helps a tyre to grip the road.
How friction helps a brake to operate.
How friction can cause heat to build up.
How friction can be reduced using a lubricant.
How friction can be reduced by polishing.
How friction can be reduced by using rollers.

Investigation: How much can you reduce friction when
dragging a block of wood?
Equipment: Force meter which measures up to 10 Newtons,
a block of wood, marbles, pencils or dowel for rollers and
washing up liquid.
Method: Measure how much force is required to drag the
block of wood across a desk. Measure again using rollers,
then marbles and finally washing up liquid to see the greatest
reduction in effort that can be achieved.
Conclusion: Friction can be reduced.

P.44 Lesson 6
Upthrust – the force liquids use to push up objects
Contains elements of QCA Science Unit 6E
Learning Objectives: 
To understand upthrust is a force that is applied to all objects
whether they float or sink. 
To understand that shape affects the ability of an object to
float or sink.
Talk about: 
Demonstrate objects held on an elastic band lowered into a
tank of water – the band shortens in length. Repeat using a
Force Meter, which reads up to 10 Newtons. 
Explain how apparent loss of weight is due to the ‘Upthrust’
of the liquid trying to support the  objects. 
Demonstrate different types of materials e.g wood/ stone.
Explain that some materials are more ‘dense’ or contain more
matter than others.
Investigation: ‘Does shape affect whether objects float or
sink?’
Equipment: plasticine, marbles and a container of water.
Method: Roll plasticine into a ball and try to make it float.
Hollow it out into a boat shape and see if it floats. Load it up
with marbles. Which shape can hold the most marbles?
Conclusion: Shape can determine whether an object sinks
or floats.

P.47 Lesson 7
Air Resistance – a force that opposes motion
Contains elements of QCA Science Unit 6E & 4E
Learning Objectives:
To understand that air resistance is a force that slows down
objects moving through the air. To understand that large
surface areas encounter more air resistance than small
surface areas.
Talk about: What happens when we drop a sheet of paper?
What happens when screwed up balls of paper are dropped?
What happens if you drop a paper clip? What happens if a
paper clip is attached to a parachute? The invisible force
called air resistance.
Investigation: Does carrying a flat board affect how quickly
you can run?
Equipment: Corrugated card boards A4, A3 and A1 sizes. A
stop watch.
Method: Time a volunteer over a 100 metre sprint carrying an
A4 board held in front of him/her. Now try A3 and A1 boards.
Try the test several times and take an average of the results.
Conclusion: A flat board does affect how quickly you can
run.



The Earth turns on its own axis once every 24 hours. For part of that time you will face the
sun and be in daylight. For the rest of the time you will be away from the sun and hence be in
darkness. This gives us day and night.

At the same time, the Earth moves round the Sun. The time taken for the Earth to make one
complete journey around the sun is one year.

The axis of the Earth (if you like, an imaginary axle which the Earth spins round) is tilted in
space at a slight angle. This means at one end of the year, the Northern Hemisphere receives
more sunlight than the Southern Hemisphere, hence the North gets long summer days.

At the other end of the year the Southern Hemisphere receives most sunlight – the Northern
Hemisphere then gets short winter days.

The tilt of the Earth also causes summer days to be hotter than winter days. Changes in
temperature and length of day cause seasonal changes.
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Upper Key Stage 2
Earth and Beyond
Information 6Summer Days and Winter Days

Answer these questions:
1. How do we get day and night?
2. How long does the Earth take to orbit the Sun?
3. What does the Earth spin around?
4. Is the imaginary axis straight up and down?
5. When the North tilts towards the Sun who gets the long summer days?
6. When the North tilts away from the Sun who gets the long summer days?
7. What causes us to have different seasons?
8. Draw a diagram showing how the Earth travels around the Sun.

Task

England
England

Long summer
days in the
northern
Hemisphere

Short winter
days in the
northern
Hemisphere
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Name:

Date:

Investigation Plan do you think  will happen next?

Labelled Diagram: 

Method:

I predict these changes will take place
in my investigation:

Why does the Sun give more heat in the Summer than in the Winter?

To make my test fair, I will keep these
variables the same:

I will change: I will measure/observe these variables:

Results: Draw the shapes and show the
estimated area of each.

Record of Investigation Carried Out

You will be provided with the following: a torch and some squared paper.
Shine a torch directly onto a flat piece of paper. Draw round the spot of light? Now
tilt the paper keeping it the same distance from the torch at the centre of the spot.
Observe what happens to the shape of the spot of light. Draw round the new shape.
Measure the area of both shapes.

Upper Key Stage 2
Earth and Beyond
Investigation 6

Why does the Sun give more heat in the Summer than in the Winter?
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Upper Key Stage 2
Earth and Beyond
Homework 6

Name:

Date:

Summer Days and Winter Days
Look at this diagram:

1. Which letter represents the Sun?  __________________

2. Which letter represents the Earth? __________________

3. Is the North of the Earth enjoying a summer or winter season?

4. Is the South of the Earth enjoying a summer or winter season? 

5. How long does the Earth take to orbit the Sun? 

6. Which have more hours of daylight, summer days or winter days? 

7. Which have more hours of darkness, summer days or winter days? 

Look at this diagram:

8. Name the Sun on the diagram.

9. Name the Earth on the diagram.

10. Draw the Moon on the diagram
and show its orbit.

11. How long does the Moon take to
orbit the Earth? 

12. How many times will the Moon orbit the Earth during 
one Earth orbit of the Sun?

13. Which two factors cause seasonal changes?

X

Y




